Android: Connect to eduroam

**Hot Tip**
The most common error is failing to include "@brandeis.edu" when typing your username.

1. Open Settings Wi-Fi
2. Select eduroam from the list of available wireless networks
3. Select MSCHAPv2 for Phase 2 authentication if available.
4. Enter brandeis.edu for Certificate Domain if prompted.
5. Enter Identity, use your full username@brandeis.edu email and password then select join. Leave anonymous identity blank.
6. You should now be connected to eduroam!

Show Wi-Fi pop-up.
When opening apps, tell me when Wi-Fi is available.

Wi-Fi networks available.
Tap to view available networks.

**Wi-Fi networks**

- brandeis_guest
- WiFi@Brandeis
- brandeis_legacy
- brandeis_open
- eduroam
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